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Say goodbye to site 
visits and hello to 
automation.

You can use our hosted, cloud-based SCADA 
system or we can integrate into yours. RED 
Alert hardware and SCADA systems interface 
with other systems seamlessly.

Working in the water industry is not without its 
challenges. You may lack visibility into your assets 
and have little to no automation. Perhaps you lack 
sufficient IT/OT infrastructure or cybersecurity to 
support and protect your assets properly. Or maybe 
you don’t have the funding for software updates, 
server upgrades, or the ability to design and build out 
a new infrastructure. 

Now, imagine the ability to have remote operations 
to monitor and control your SCADA system while 
decreasing operating costs through integrating and 
empowering the use of technology. It’s time you 
deploy a RED Alert package, which combines our 
controller and hosted SCADA platform to solve those 
challenges. When you utilize RED Group’s team of 
engineers and field service professionals, we can 
design and install RED Alert, our flagship Industrial 
Controls and Hosted SCADA platform that provides 
best-in-class control systems technology, with the 
ability to customize to your needs. 

When you utilize RED Alert, you’ll have fewer 
operators traveling to sites to execute tasks that 
could be done remotely or through automation. 
This means you can increase your HSE posture and 

leverage the team on higher value tasks. You’ll have 
better visibility into your equipment status for up-time 
analysis, maintenance needs, and the reliability of 
your assets. 

RED Alert gives you extreme efficiency resulting in 
lower costs. You will now have the data you need to 
maximize your operating efficiency, while minimizing 
your HSE risk exposure. Think of the possibilities. 
RED Group will work with you to develop the best 
strategy based on your needs. The SCADA system 
is 70% built out of the box and 30% customized, 
allowing us to meet every need you have. We have 
tremendous engineering and integration experience 
with these types of assets and can help you achieve 
success. You can either use our SCADA or we can 
integrate into your own or operate it locally. The 
ability of RED Alert to interface with other systems 
is seamless.

At RED Group, we have an unwavering commitment 
to cybersecurity, quality control, fit for purpose 
design, and impeccable support. We go the extra mile 
in testing all deployments of RED Alert before rolling 
them out, so our clients can trust that they’ll work 
24/7/365.
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